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No two travellers are alike—so Avalon would never expect you to enjoy the same cruise experiences as everyone else.
Whether you like to paddle a kayak, paint a canvas or have fun on a bike picnic, each day on an Avalon river cruise is
an adventure of the mind, heart, or heart rate if you prefer. So, go ahead, pick up a paintbrush, a paddle, or the perfect
vintage. With Active & Discovery cruises on the Danube, Rhône and Rhine rivers, the opportunities are endless.

RECEIVE FREE AIR

on select 2020 Avalon Europe
river cruises*

+

A FREE LAND EXTENSION
in Budapest, Prague, Vienna or Munich
on select 2020 Avalon Danube sailings**

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL 1-800-268-3636, VISIT
AVALONWATERWAYS.CA, OR CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED TRAVEL CONSULTANT.
*Book a select 2020 Avalon Waterways Europe river cruise to receive free round-trip economy class trans-Atlantic air from Calgary, Edmonton, Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec City, Regina, Saskatoon, Toronto, Vancouver, Victoria, Winnipeg. Other gateway
cities available for $199/person additional (inclusive of taxes/fees). Free air offer is based on lowest-priced economy class Flex airfare available for booking at time of reservation and scheduled to coincide with cruise itinerary; pre-assigned airline seats are
limited and may not be available on all air segments. Quotes available online or by calling a Travel Professional. Limited to new bookings for CANADA originating travellers and economy class Flex air tickets; must be booked & under deposit between May 1,
2019 and March 9, 2020 for travel in 2020. A $550 non-refundable deposit is due at time of booking. Offer does not apply to instant purchase air and Groups. Offer is combinable with the Welcome Back Credit (if applicable) and Free Land Extension only. Not
applicable on Royal Suites. Promotional discounts do not carry forward on voluntarily changed air bookings; other promotions at time of change may be available. Once ticketed, air reservations subject to change/cancellation penalties of between $300 per
ticket and 100% of ticket value. Changes to ticketed air reservations (including itineraries involving free round-trip trans-Atlantic air) also subject to airfare differentials between originally ticketed air itinerary and re-ticketed air itinerary. Additional airline
baggage fees may apply; visit www.iflybags.com for details. Air schedules are available approximately 330 days prior to return travel date. Flight schedules, routings and air carriers are at the discretion of Globus family of brands. Additional restrictions
apply; see Travel Terms for details. Offer may be withdrawn at any time. **Book a select 2020 Avalon Danube river cruise and get a one city land extension included for free. This offer is only applicable on select Danube cruises and only includes Prague,
Munich, Budapest or Vienna as the free land extension options. Booking must be made, under deposit and discount applied between January 7 - March 9, 2020 for travel in 2020. Offer is not combinable with the single supplement waiver promotion. Not
applicable to custom tours. Discount will apply to individual members of groups adding a name and non-refundable per person deposit within the promo window. Not applicable on TBA space. Applies to new 2020 bookings only; offer cannot be applied to
pre-existing bookings. Choice of which land extension is awarded for free is at the discretion of Avalon Waterways. Offer reliant on space availability. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply; see Travel Terms & Conditions for
details. May be withdrawn at any time. Offers available from participating GFOB offices only. 3280 Bloor St. W, Centre Tower, Suite 400, Toronto, ON M8X 2X3, TICO#1893755/50015835 Top photo: ©WGD Donau Oberösterreich Tourismus GmbH/Hochhauser

Let the rhythm of the river set the pace
for your own journey. These are no
cookie-cutter voyages. This is not just
another vacation. These are America’s
rivers. Big. Wide. Commanding. The
rivers that defined the continent and
shaped America’s vision. Cultures
began here. Music found its heart
here. And the storytelling never
stops. Around each bend is a new
experience, new tastes, new sounds,
new understanding.

FOR A LIMITED TIME,

SAVE UP TO $2,500*
per stateroom, on iconic 2020 itineraries
throughout America’s waterways.
Offer expires 3/31/2020.

*

Contact your travel professional, or visit www.aqsc.com
for offer details. Mention Offer Code 2020 STEAM AHEAD.
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A new year – a resolve to explore more

Vanessa Lee in
Taormina, Sicily
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AS WE START A NEW YEAR, most of us determine to take
a different, perhaps more positive approach to some
aspects of our lives. I have done my bit in this regard and
trust I can keep my resolutions. But one thing’s assured –
I always vow to travel more, seek profound experiences,
return to favourite countries and places, and most of all,
I try and surprise myself and find more joy in all that I do.  
I have vowed to get to 100 countries and am very
close now at 98! Perhaps this year, I will finally reach that
magic number, but I have to remember, it’s not about
quantity. The quality of one’s trips and cruises is the
more critical factor. Finding places that speak to you, seeing a sunrise from a different perspective, being accompanied by a close, special friend or loved one – for me,
that makes travel even more joyous. Travel should make
us smile, fill us with awe and laughter, and change us.
That is my wish for us all this year.
I’m frequently asked if I get bored or tired of all the
travelling I do. There are, after all, many plane rides and
multiple hotel rooms, many of which are “one-night” moments on my way elsewhere. Too much “schlepping”
can get to one, I know, but I have discovered that I am
an explorer – not like Lewis and Clarke or Livingstone
and Stanley, but in my own way, I’m most definitely
someone who wants to explore. I yearn to walk along a
side street and emerge into a beautiful square or piazza
I’ve never seen before, or to drive along a country road
in search of a small Italian or French restaurant or a
quaint, centuries-old English pub. I might even – as I did
this past year – ride a jeep almost into a herd of elephants! Or walk with penguins in Antarctica.
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I can’t wait to board a new ship and discover everything that’s fresh and different, as well as all that remains
the same, because I believe, it’s just perfect the way it is.
I am energized and excited when I get on any ship – it’s
like an elixir to me, a tonic for the soul. There’s a certain
lightness of being as I greet the staff and crew, check out
my room, and start the exploration. I never tire of seeing
new ships being launched as they go from strength to
strength in their innovations, design, and décor. Cruise
lines today really do push the envelope and afford
their guests the opportunity to sail, feel bliss and enjoy
that unique at-sea camaraderie that can develop, when
everyone sets off together on a shipboard adventure.
Exploring, in whichever way suits each of us, is a
process of taking hold of life, engaging, expanding our
viewpoints, stretching our minds and coming to a new
understanding of the world in which we live. And with
the globe in its current sad state of affairs, with so many
difficulties and horrifying stories permeating the news
and our lives, the authenticity of travel, its huge rewards,
and the memorable moments it gives us to treasure,
cannot be underestimated. As we venture forth to discover
unknown lands and new countries, see unexpected wildlife and incredible vistas, let us remember how we need
to protect our planet, be aware of others, and not
succumb to cruel animal tourism. Let us become better
citizens of the world.
I wish you all a fantastic year of travel and joy and
thank you for your continued interest in reading my
magazine and sharing not only my journeys but those
of our editor and all our talented writers. We have a lot
in store for you this year, with some terrific articles that
we have very carefully curated for your interest. Between
now and May, I will be on seven new ships, so there will
be many stories to share!
Sincerely,

P.S. Please visit www.cruiseandtravellifestyles.com for
news and updates not found in the magazine. If you would
like to receive our monthly newsletter – send me an email
at vlee@cruisestrategies.com or sign up on the site.

WE

T H E E X P LO R E RS

W E S T E R D A M in G L A C I E R B AY, A L A S K A

Today we’re getting closer to one of Alaska’s most precious treasures,
Glacier Bay National Park & Preserve. We’re enraptured by the legends
of an Alaska native from the Huna Tlingit tribe. We’re mingling with a
park ranger who points out the incredible wildlife and gives us a real
understanding of Glacier Bay’s history. Today we are exploring
someplace new, until tomorrow when we’ll wake up and do it all again.

Call your Travel Advisor or visit hollandamerica.com

Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands

RIVER AND SMALL SHIP CRU IS ING
It’s a big world. But sometimes it takes a small ship or riverboat to see it
clearly. To find its heart hidden away in Old World villages, unexplored coves
and distant islands. With 50+ small ship and river cruises, 60+ destinations,
and 100% all-included shore excursions, Tauck has a trip for everyone.

Unforgettable... the Joy of Traveling Small
Smaller ships and riverboats mean bigger experiences. They’re big on individualized service, special touches
and comfort, making you feel like a welcome guest the moment you come aboard. Ashore, smaller groups
provide access to unique experiences and meeting the locals. Ask about new cruises by river – Cruising
the Dutch Waterways, Danube Automotive Heritage: Budapest to Frankfurt – and by small ship – Portrait of
Arabia: The Emirates, Qatar & Oman and A Greek Family Odyssey.

CULTURAL JOURNEYS & EXPEDITIONS
For full details on our 2021 River and Small Ship Cruises, please contact your preferred Travel Advisor.
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Editor Liz Fleming in Portugal

We were standing beside an altar in the ancient Incan city of Machu Picchu, listening to
our guide, Edgard.
“And where,” he asked, “did the people
who built this incredible place go? Let me tell
you a story...”
As we listened, Edgard talked of Incan
warriors, anxious to find excitement beyond
the terraced gardens of Machu Picchu. Maybe,
he said, those men set out to explore the jungle
and came in contact with advance parties of
Spanish soldiers. During an exchange, the
Incans contracted smallpox, the first European
germ to reach Peru. Returning to Machu
Picchu, Edgar explained as we listened, they
inadvertently shared the illness. When smallpox swept through the city, panic reigned.
Rushing into the jungle to escape the divine
wrath they believed had caused this plague,
the dying people abandoned Machu Picchu
and left behind a mystery.

Accurate or not, Edgard’s story was fascinating – and it’s what we remember most vividly of our time in Machu Picchu.
So much of travel is tied to story-telling
– the tales we hear from our guides or from
local people, and the stories we later tell our
family and friends about our adventures.
Every word links us to a place and a moment
in time and gives us a deeper appreciation of
our experiences.
I remember a small town in Germany,
and a shore excursion led by tour guide, Elsa.
Though she’d said she was in her late seventies, a bounce in her step and a giggle in her
voice made her seem years younger. After
dispensing with the recital of founding dates
and population stats that every guide has in
abundance, Elsa swung into something much
more interesting – a story.
“Do you see this beautiful hillside? And
the winding road coming down? There’s a
bump in that road that stopped me from
becoming a nun.”
Elsa told us about a stormy night, a celebration dinner marking her imminent acceptance into the local convent, a bump, a flat tire
and the handsome young man who stopped to
fix it.
“We came here,” she said, pointing to the
small café we were entering, “so I could thank
him with a glass of wine. By the time we’d had
that glass of wine, I was no longer going to the
convent!”
Lunch in that café would have been fun
anyway, but Elsa’s story made it far better.
And what of the handsome young man?
Said Elsa, “Oh, I divorced him years ago.
He was a better mechanic than a husband…
but it’s still a great story!”
Wonderful stories are what travel – and
Cruise & Travel Lifestyles Magazine – are all
about and we hope ours will inspire you to
create your own!
Happy travels!
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PASSIONATE AND GENUINE CREW

EXQUISITE LOCALLY-SOURCED CUISINE

WELCOME HOME TO YOUR VIEW

ASK ABOUT OUR LIMITED-TIME TRIPLE SAVINGS OFFER
on sailings through Europe and Southeast Asia
Contact your preferred Travel Advisor,
call 1.888.626.0994 or visit AmaWaterways.ca today.

THE RITZ-CARLTON YACHT COLLECTION

— SPONSORED —

The Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection Spa Terrace

THE COUNTDOWN CONTINUES

8
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Treatments will also be customizable
and tailored to fit the individual needs of each
guest, including bespoke facials. Utilizing the
finest ESPA products, a variety of services,
ranging from massages, pedicures, and
manicures, in addition to salon services, will
be available. Travelers are also encouraged to
build on their spa and wellness journeys
by participating in a Three-Day Discovery
Program, a Five-Day Journey Immersion

The Ritz-Carlton Spa® Treatment Room

Program, or a Six-Day Journey Immersion
Program. These packages include a collection
of complimenting treatments and include an
initial consultation promising guests a truly
personalized and holistic experience.
Evrima will also feature an onboard
fitness center with Technogym Personal
Line equipment, extending to guests the
options of a personal trainer, group exercise
classes, or fitness on-demand experience.

THE RITZ-CARLTON YACHT COLLECTION

THERE’S ALWAYS TIME to soothe the mind,
body, and soul on a cruise vacation, and with
The Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection’s new
collaboration with ESPA, the yacht Evrima
will deliver a thoughtful and sublime wellness
experience at sea. Inspired by the exploration
of destinations around the world, the signature Ritz-Carlton Spa onboard the yacht, will
invite travelers to enjoy a wonderful and carefully crafted menu of treatments and experiences to awaken the senses and to ensure
guests make the most of their journey at sea.
With the cruise company’s commitment
to setting a new bar in luxury cruising, which
includes a curation of all guest experiences,
ESPA’s dedication to holistic wellbeing is evident throughout the spa menu. The spa will be
home to dynamic facilities offering a breadth
of experiences for pampered guests, including
the Aroma Steam Room, Dry Sauna, Relaxation
Lounge, and Outdoor Relaxation Areas. With
a natural inspiration from the sea, a variety of
cleansing rituals will invigorate the senses and
release tension, all while balancing the mind
and body. The unique range of treatments has
been designed to relax, recharge, and promote
the body’s restoration.

PIXEL-SHOT / SHUTTERSTOCK

This year marks the inaugural season of the highly anticipated yacht from The Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection. The first yacht,
Evrima will set sail in Europe before making her way to North America for sailings closer to home, including the Eastern seaboard
and Canada, and then the Caribbean. With only 298 privileged guests onboard this stunning beauty, her gorgeous suites, all with
private terraces, and an all-inclusive lifestyle at sea, Evrima will showcase the extraordinary world of The Ritz-Carlton at sea.
In this issue, we reveal the yacht’s wellness program and bespoke spa experience.

Sign up for our monthly newsletter!
We are sending out a monthly newsletter with news and information
on a variety of travel experiences – to receive it we just need you to sign up
and provide us with your email address. You can send that info to me directly at
vlee@cruisestrategies.com or go to the website and sign up there.
This will come just once a month to you and showcase recent travel experiences
we have enjoyed and news on a variety of cruise companies along with
special offers and promotions. You can unsubscribe at any time.
Also our website – www.cruiseandtravellifestyles.com offers constant updates
on news and views and timely items that you may not see in our print magazine.
You can follow us on Facebook – Cruise and Travel Lifestyles to check out
some of my personal adventures along with those of our editor, as well as
keep abreast of all the latest ship arrivals and news from the cruise world.
Refer a friend – we are happy to sign up friends and family
to also receive our print publication.

www.CruiseandTravelLifestyles.com

| MAKING WAVES

MS Andorinha
Highly regarded tour operator Tauck has
unveiled details of its latest riverboat,
the first designed to sail exclusively on
Portugal’s Douro River. Launching in April,
the MS Andorinha has been purpose-built
to cruise in this part of Europe and the
décor and design details charmingly reflect
the influence of Portuguese culture.

Lobby

Arthur’s Restaurant
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Arthur’s and the Sun Deck

When she sets sail this Spring, the MS Andorinha, with her
charming name chosen for its roots in Portuguese culture and
after a species of a small migratory swallow, will accommodate
just 84 guests in a lovely and intimate setting. As is customary
on all Tauck cruises, the services of a Tauck Cruise Director and
three Tauck Director guides will be offered to guests ensuring a
remarkable onboard and touring experience. There is a choice
of three itineraries ranging from seven-nights on the river plus
pre-and-post land stays for a 12-day vacation, an eight-day
cruise-only itinerary on the river and another eight-day offering
focused on families with a Tauck Bridges cruise.

PHOTOS COURTESY TAUCK

The vessel will be instantly recognizable as a Tauck riverboat
to past guests, with a typically intimate and casually elegant style
while also showcasing the authentic vibrancy of Portugal with
a recurring design theme. The MS Andorinha will feature
traditional painted ceramic tiles, known as azulejos. Brought to
the Iberian Peninsula by the Moors, they gained widespread
popularity in the 1500s, and these azulejo (Arabic for “polished
stone”), tiles adorn the main restaurant, the Compass Rose and
Arthur’s, the more casual dining alternative located on the ship’s
Sun Deck. Aspects of the tiles will also be used on carpets, throw
pillows and in a design element on stateroom walls. The soaring
atrium, railings, carpeting and lamps suspended from the ceiling
all boast some lovely curving patterns reminiscent of azulejo
designs. There is also a gorgeous and impressive hand-painted
tile mosaic map depicting the Iberian Peninsula and its
surrounding oceans which is located in the reception area.
It pays homage to Portugal’s rich maritime heritage dating to
the 15th and 16th Centuries.
Another feature on the ship that also reflects Portuguese
culture and heritage are grapevines which honour the country’s
2,500 year history of winemaking traditions and the continued
influence of viniculture which particularly encourages travellers
to visit Porto and the Douro region. Throughout the whole ship,
numerous furnishings have been sourced from top-tier
Portuguese suppliers, ranging from some of the lighting fixtures
and furniture to the luxury Portus Cale toiletries provided as a
stateroom amenity.

Where the waters of Skógafoss are delivered by nature and the
grapes of Champagne are delivered by your dedicated sommelier.
Intimate ships

|

Award-winning cuisine

|

Open bars & fine wines

E X TR AORDIN A R Y WOR L DS

|

All suite

| NEWSWORTHY

There will be another new ship from Emerald Waterways
on the rivers of Europe in 2021. The Emerald Luna will
sail on 10-day itineraries through Holland and Belgium
with a focus, in the spring, on tulip time in Holland and a
visit to world-famous Keukenhof Gardens to enjoy the
magnificent array of colourful flowers. Guests booking
soon for 2021 will have a range of offers from which to
choose, including free or reduced airfare from Canada to
Europe, depending on the length of itinerary chosen. In
other news from Emerald Waterways, their new ship on
the Mekong, the Emerald Harmony, which sails in
Vietnam and Cambodia, has a terrific airfare offer valid
until May 31, 2020. Book a cruise of 12-days or more
departing from July 2020 to May 2021, and Emerald
Waterways will provide free air. If your chosen itinerary is
less than 12-days, then a $350 air credit will be provided
instead. The lovely Emerald Harmony was only recently
launched, offers many onboard inclusions and accommo
dates just 82 guests in a charming colonial atmosphere.

Fabulous entertainment
lights up Silver Moon
The glamorous new Silver Moon, identical sister to Silver Muse, is
an elegant, all-suite ship which will welcome 596 pampered guests
in August 2020. She features the all-new Sea And Land Taste
(.S.A.L.T.) program – an immersive culinary concept – but equally
important is Silver Moon’s collection of new theatrical performances
and entertainment concepts that includes “To the Moon and
Beyond”, an innovative tribute to space exploration, classic sci-fi
movies and the recent 50th anniversary of the historic Apollo 11
moon landing. The show will be a blend of evocative, space-age
scenery and iconic tunes such as “Fly Me to the Moon”, “Moondance”,
“Bad Moon Rising”, “Rocket Man”, and more. Silver Moon and her
sister ships will all feature new stage productions in the Venetian
Lounge, including: Circus, Café Tango and ‘80s Gold. All will
feature high-quality musical tracks, vibrant costuming, and
imaginative stage designs featuring interactive video mapping
technology and motion graphics, as well as new mobile set pieces
for multiple scenery changes. To make things even more lively,
guests will be treated to a mid-cruise LunaFest, an event staged
outdoors, on deck with street-food carts offering tempting
delights as well as Silver Sparks, a selection of entertaining
vignettes that will pop up at unexpected moments!
12
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Emerald Waterways
continues to expand

Explore Alaska aboard the Ocean Victory
When guests aboard the new Ocean Victory begin their Alaskan adventures in the
spring of 2021, they’ll experience a whole new approach to a favourite destination.
Built with the protection of the fragile northern environment in mind, the Ocean
Victory, the newest ship and only ocean-going vessel in Victory Cruise Lines’ fleet,
will access wilderness waters, employing cutting-edge zero emission capabilities,
using the cleanest available fuel in four diesel engines, and employing two electro
engines electronically controlled for optimal speed and energy conservation.
The ship carries just 200 guests with 93 staterooms and suites, 68 of which offer
balconies. Guests will be accompanied by extraordinary experts, many from
California Polytechnic State University’s acclaimed Department of Marine Biology
and guided by a world-class team of expedition specialists. The wonders of Alaska
will be viewed from many vantage points – from the deck of the Ocean Victory,
during exciting land excursions and on both kayaking and Zodiac expeditions.
Exciting amenities on the ship include a spa, two restaurants, a piano bar, on-deck
whirlpool tub, a water-level activity platform for launching kayaks and Zodiacs, of
which there are 20, a well-appointed expedition lecture room and unique sliding
observation platforms for over-water viewing. Guests will be able to choose from
two itineraries during Ocean Victory’s first season: north from Vancouver to Sitka,
including the opportunity to explore the wilds of Baranof Island, and south from
Sitka back to Vancouver, with explorations of the Tracy Arm and Endicott glaciers.

FEEL FREE TO LET THE OUTSIDE IN.
Come aboard the youngest ﬂeet cruising Alaska.
With four award-winning ships offering diverse itineraries from April through September 2020, witnessing
the awe of the Last Frontier both on board and onshore has never been easier. Delve into authentic
Native Alaska culture, view majestic wildlife and blue-lit glaciers and ride the longest zipline in the world
in untouched Icy Strait Point. And the icing on the glacier – with Norwegian’s Free At Sea, you will receive
up to Five Free Offers. So book today and elevate your vacation from awe to awesome.

CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL .
CALL 1-888 NCL CRUISE OR VISIT NCL.COM.

Norwegian Joy

ALL ITINERARIES INCLUDE A GLACIER EXPERIENCE.†
*20% Gratuities Apply on: Free Open Bar; Specialty Dining. Free Kids on select cruises. Other restrictions may apply.
† Weather permitting. Some exclusions apply.
©2020 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas and USA. 40436 1/20

PHOTO COURTESY AMERICAN QUEEN

| NEWSWORTHY

Ponant’s quintessentially
wonderful music lover
cruises
Ludwig van Beethoven’s 250th birthday is in
2020, and where better to celebrate than
on an all-inclusive musical odyssey from
Stockholm to Honfleur, aboard Ponant’s
luxurious Le Dumont-d’Urville, which features
a symphony of environmentally-friendly
innovations, as well as the signature Ponant
Blue Eye multisensorial underwater lounge?
In addition to the world-class chamber
musicians performing an all-Beethoven repertoire
onboard the exquisite ship, and the exclusive
concerts in locations such as the 17th-century
Westerkerk in Amsterdam, guests on this
September 8-17, 2020 Quintessential Collection
cruise, designed especially for North American
guests, will visit some of the world’s finest
museums including the Groninger Museum,
the Rijksmuseum, the Van Gogh Museum,
the Antwerp Cathedral and more. Guests sailing
on the October 19-27, 2020 Quintessential Music
Cruise aboard Le Champlain – also designed
particularly for North American guests and
offering a luxurious all-inclusive lifestyle at sea
– will explore eastern Canada and northern
New England. In addition to visiting historic
Quebec City, the wildlife-rich Saguenay River,
Cape Breton, historic Louisbourg, Bar Harbor,
Maine and the Gaspé Peninsula, guests aboard
the intimate vessel will enjoy a musical program
celebrating American composers curated and
performed by legendary Boston Pops Conductor,
Keith Lockhart and six extraordinary musicians.
14
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On April 5, 2020, a new paddle wheeler will join the innovative American Queen Steamboat Company
fleet sailing the Tennessee, Ohio, Cumberland, and Mississippi rivers. When the American Countess
launches, 245 lucky guests will enjoy the portside bar with its 25-metre view and expansive, forwardfacing windows, as well as many bright, open public spaces designed to create the warm reception
that will ensure everyone a wonderful cruise. Guests will relax in gracious staterooms and indulge in
the culinary delights of the Grand Dining Room, with its custom Italian fabrics, warm walnut accents
and panoramic floor-to-ceiling windows along with beer and wine included at dinner. Fascinating
ports such as New Orleans, Dubuque, Memphis and more will be explored using convenient,
comfortable hop-on, hop-off coaches while on board, ‘riverlorian’ storytellers will entertain with
stories of the waterways and their people. A well-appointed card room will welcome game lovers,
the cozy library will be an inviting space, and the theatre will offer award-winning live entertainment.
Best of all, guests will find a wealth of places to enjoy watching the rivers flow by.
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Welcoming the American Countess

Riviera River Cruises grows again
“At Riviera River Cruises, we take pride in maintaining the youngest fleet of ships in Europe, and
we’re excited to continue this tradition with the launch of the new MS Geoffrey Chaucer in 2020,”
says Marilyn Conroy, Riviera River Cruises’ Vice President Sales and Marketing North America.
This will be the 13th ship in this impressive cruise company’s fleet, with none older than six years.
Like her sisters, the MS Geoffrey Chaucer will be a state-of-the-art, all-suite ship with a panoramic
observation lounge, fitness centre, spa, wellness area, boutique, sun deck, gracious main restaurant
and intimate Bistro at the ship’s stern. There, chefs will prepare special orders and diners can choose
to enjoy their meals al fresco. Though most of her Diamond and Ruby Deck suites will have indoor
French balconies and expansive floor-to-ceiling, sliding glass windows, Deluxe Balcony suites on the
Diamond Deck will offer private outdoor balconies. For 2020, Riviera will be offering 15 European
itineraries on 10 rivers and waterways, including two exciting new options: The Seine, Paris &
Normandy River Cruise and Treasures of the Danube River Cruise. Riviera not only offers solo
traveler availability on every cruise – at no extra single supplement fee – but also offers entirely solo
traveler cruises. In 2020, seven of these itineraries will be available.

THE SEA AT ITS MOST

CARIBBEAN

Escape the winter to discover the warmth and beauty of the Caribbean. Experience its many treasures, from
the melting pot of Miami and the mysteries of Mexico’s Costa Maya to the lush landscape of Jamaica, the ivory
sands and turquoise waters of St. Martin and the exclusive island paradise of Ocean Cay MSC Marine reserve.
And get closer to the sea than ever before on our elegant cruise ships. An irresistible trip.
For more information visit: msccruises.ca

| NEWSWORTHY

Viking Expeditions to
sail the Arctic, Antarctica
and Great Lakes

PHOTOS COURTESY VIKING

Viking recently announced the expansion of its
destination-focused travel experiences to include
Antarctica, the Canadian and Norwegian Arctic
regions and the Great Lakes with the launch of
the new Viking Expeditions. Slated to begin
sailing in January 2022, Viking Expeditions’ first
vessel, Viking Octantis, will voyage to Antarctica
and North America’s Great Lakes while a second
expedition vessel, Viking Polaris, will debut in
August 2022, sailing to Antarctica and the Arctic.
The new ships will feature exciting innovations
designed to enhance both guest comfort and safety
as well as their ability to view and enjoy the stunning
destinations they’ll explore. Unique ‘U-tanks’ in the
base of the ship will fill with seawater and empty as
needed to stabilize and minimize rocking, while an
innovative ‘hangar’ set into the base of the ship will
enable guests to load and unload Zodiacs in a
stable, sheltered area. Two six-guest submarines
will be available for tours that will be offered at no
extra charge. Viking’s arrival in the Great Lakes will
bring the newest and most modern vessels ever to
explore this region of North America and enable
guests to experience exciting new shore excursions
in Ontario, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin.

PHOTO COURTESY HOLLAND AMERICA

Holland America offers
outstanding Alaskan itineraries
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With more than 70 years of experience in taking cruisers to Alaska,
Holland America Line is gearing up for another great year with a
variety of itineraries to this remarkable destination. Offering a broad
range of cruise options, with the highlight of Glacier Bay National Park
as a feature, Holland America’s seven ships, including the newest
Pinnacle-Class ship, the Koningsdam, will sail round-trip from
Vancouver or Seattle in the spring and summer of 2020 on both
seven and 14-day cruises. Of the 134 itineraries, Glacier Bay features
on 101 of them – something to keep in mind when booking. Often seen
as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to experience the stunning beauty
of Alaska, voyages that call at quaint towns, sail to the Hubbard
Glacier or Misty Fiords, and also offer a series of Land and Sea
Journeys, these Holland America cruises showcase the natural beauty
of the “Great Land.” Owning hotels, railcars, and coaches, which
provide a seamless guest experience and the ability to stay at
Denali National Park either before or after a cruise, is a plus.
The time to explore further, see more wildlife, and get a better feel
for this fascinating state makes an Alaska cruise-tour a vacation
highlight. Add focused onboard programs and a naturalist to provide
guests with key information about the destination, and Holland
America becomes a natural choice for an Alaskan cruise. For music
lovers, the cruise line continues to offer some of the best live
entertainment at sea, in an unrivalled array of music genres from
Billboard Onboard, B.B. King’s Blues Club, Lincoln Center Stage,
and the Rolling Stone Rock Room.

2021 Deluxe European River Cruises Now Available
Book your 2021 vacation now while the most desirable departure dates
and suites are still available on our deluxe Star-Ships!
Plus, no single supplement for solo travellers.

LIMITED TIME OFFER:

UP TO

Fly Free*
PLUS

Horizon deck suites:

Save additional
couple*
$500 per

It’s All Included!
Exceptional EmeraldVALUE:


Spacious boutique hotel-style accommodation



All on-board meals and gourmet dining



Wine, beer, and soft drinks with lunch and dinner



Cultural experiences courtesy of EmeraldPLUS



A variety of on-board entertainment provided by
a dedicated Activity Manager



5-Star service from an English-speaking crew

Plus, all tipping included!

Book today! Call us at 855 444 0161
or contact your travel professional for more information.

Emerald Waterways

Best River Cruise Line for Value

five years running

*Terms and Conditions: Offers are valid for new 2021 Emerald Waterways Europe River Cruise bookings only and are non-transferable. 15+ day cruises: Fly Free or receive $1,000 air credit per person. 8-14 day cruises: Fly for $295 or receive
$850 air credit per person. Max ticket value included is $1,400 per person. Plus, Book Cabin category A, P, S, SA or RA and receive additional savings of $250 per person, applies to all ERC itineraries. Offers exclude Russia, Croatia, Southeast
Asia, and Dalmatia products. Valid from January 21, 2020 through May 14th, 2020 or until sold out. A non–refundable initial deposit of $500 per person is required within 48hrs of booking with full payment required 90 days prior to departure.
A secondary non–refundable deposit of $1,500 per person is due prior to air ticketing. Emerald Waterways reserves the right to ticket the airfare upon receipt of deposit. Economy Air only on Emerald Waterways’ choice of airlines and routes.
Fly from 11 major Canadian gateways: Canadian gateways: YHZ, YYZ, YOW, YUL, YQR, YXE, YWG, YEG, YYC, YVR, & YYJ. All other gateways receive air credit savings. Other select Canadian gateways may be subject to an additional fee of
$175 per person. Pricing listed in Canadian dollars, based on double occupancy and lowest cabin category available. Availability is limited and subject to change. Port charges and taxes are included in the price. Offers expire at full release
of cruise prices in May 2020 and prices may be subject to change. Offer may be changed, cancelled or withdrawn at any time without notice. This offer is not combinable with any other offer except info session or travel agent voucher. For
full terms and conditions visit emeraldwaterways.ca. Emerald Waterways, Suite 1025, 401 West Georgia St., Vancouver, BC, V6B 5A1. ©EMERALD WATERWAYS | ALL RIGHTS RESERVED | BC CONSUMER PROTECTION #40178. ECAMA054

| EXPEDITION CRUISING
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Seabourn –
an adventurous new perspective
When the ultra-luxury, purpose-built expedition ship, Seabourn
Venture sets sail in June 2021, she’ll offer her guests a fresh new
perspective on some of world’s most remote and spectacular sights.
The innovative Bow Lounge, a Seabourn exclusive, will effectively
bring the outside in. Offering the closest possible access to water
level via the foredeck, the elegant Bow Lounge will feature touch
screens showing the ship’s plotted location, as well as navigational
charts and scientific information. Cameras mounted outside the ship,
in addition to a drone – when conditions permit – will project live
footage on huge indoor screens, while the touch screen monitors
will invite guests to explore weather, local geography and expedition
information. On hand to point out wildlife and offer interpretation
will be Expedition Team members, who will encourage guests to
step outside to find an ideal vantage point from which to spot
wildlife, or take in the beautiful natural scenery. The space will not
only provide direct access to the Bow Sprit on Deck 6 forward where
guests can experience the waves parting or the ice sloughing off
the bow, but will also feature the Pantry in the Bow Lounge, which
will offer freshly prepared light fare and refreshments.

Silversea offers thrilling
global expeditions

PHOTO COURTESY HURTIGRUTEN

A new, unique program, dubbed Antarctica Bridge is now
available from Silversea Cruises on one of its Expedition ships,
Silver Explorer. Commencing in December 2021, guests will be
able to fly directly to the icy continent and not have to sail across
the Drake Channel (which can be a little rocky at times). Benefits
include shorter nine-night vacation options, still having the same
time to explore the White Continent in true luxury. The private
plane flights offer special business-class service, save a total of
four days at sea and depart from Punta Arenas in Chile, landing
at King George Island before joining the ship. Guests are accom
panied by Silversea staff on the journey. Silversea has several
ships in its expedition fleet sailing to both polar regions as well as
many other remarkable places around the world. These include
the refurbished Silver Cloud which used to be in the classic fleet,
and the purpose-built Silver Origin which will join the company
this summer and sail in the Galápagos Islands with just 100 guests.
Silver Wind, a much-loved sister ship to the Cloud will undergo a
major renovation later this year and will then join the Expedition
fleet with an ice-class hull, a range of Zodiacs for exploration and
sail in the Antarctic in her inaugural season. The Silver Cloud will
embark on a first, an uncharted world tour of seven continents
in January 2021, returning almost six months later in July

KEITHSZAFRANSKI / ISTOCK

Hurtigruten – a leader in sustainability
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Norwegian cruise line Hurtigruten (Her-ti-grew-ten) recently launched the world’s first hybrid
electric powered cruise ship, the 530-guest MS Roald Amundsen. Named after the renowned
Norwegian explorer who traversed the Northwest Passage and went to the South Pole,
the ship is a marvel. Built with a battery pack which supports four engines, she also employs
green technology to assist in reducing fuel consumption and emissions by 20 percent
while sailing to some of the globe’s most pristine and delicate regions. All ocean-view
accommodations reflect a Scandinavian sensibility, with 50 percent offering balconies; there
are also expansive suites with faux fireplaces and some have an outdoor hot tub, but most
are regular staterooms with typical amenities. On board the Roald Amundsen there are three
dining choices – the airy Aune for all meals daily featuring buffet-style breakfast and lunch
and plated dinner choices, the more casual Fredheim, and specialty restaurant Lindstrom for
marvellous Scandinavian cuisine. The ship spends fall and winter in Antarctica, spring and
summer in the Arctic exploring the Northwest Passage, and other destinations are called
upon as she makes her way up and down the coast of the Americas. An onboard feature that
will wow every expedition guest is the Science Center where guests can interact with the
onboard expedition team and guest lecturers, attend workshops and immerse in the region
to which they are sailing. The ship’s atrium has a 57-foot HD LED screen broadcasting passing
scenery and underwater drones also provide footage of what’s going on beneath the sea.
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| STAYING PLACES

Sundeck and infinity pool

Raya Bar and Restaurant

O:LV Fifty Five | Stylish, fashionable lux
These sister hotels in the upscale Condado neighbourhood of San Juan offer two unique styles,
featuring stunning art and design with gorgeous rooms and divine public spaces. Just a block apart,
and owned by an award-winning husband and wife design team, these intimate, bespoke hotels are
romantic, fashionable and chic options for a Caribbean island stay.
VANESSA LEE

O:LV FIFTY FIVE
Ultra-modern, with a sexy, sublime, totally stunning look, the 26 spacious
guest suites are magnificent. High ceilings, marble floors, gorgeous, velvety
plush fabrics and an art deco sensibility are just some of the elements.
With leather and brass walls behind each large, comfortable bed, the
accommodations have custom furnishings, burnished dark wood doors
and an exquisite design. Some have large balconies with great views over
the Condado lagoon and all the amenities one would expect, with huge
bathrooms and remarkable art at every turn. Ideal for romantics and design
lovers, the objets d’art scattered throughout include exquisite pieces and
funky chandeliers, glamorous spaces, and an impressive attention to detail,
all combining to offer a luxurious feel. The rooftop bar has a chic vibe
and is the place to see and be seen. With ARYA, its small restaurant, lovely
terrace, a two-level infinity pool and casual furnishings, it’s a very fashionable
spot to see and be seen at this adults-only hotel. A 1977 Rolls Royce doubles
as a DJ booth too – you get the drift. Celebrated local chef Mario Pagan also
operates RAYA, a Caribbean/fusion restaurant on the main level. It’s incredibly
gorgeous with high-design at every turn, a super glam bar and a sophisticated
yet welcoming feel. Some suites do not have windows/ views – but that
doesn’t seem to matter. And there are several different types of accommo
dation, so check before booking. The whole hotel is a superb work of art,
will wow you at every turn and the staff are both helpful and friendly.
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Infinity Suite
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SEXY | SOPHISTICATED | ULTRA-CHIC | LAVISH | FASHIONABLE
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A room showcasing great design elements

ury in San Juan | O:live Boutique Hotel
O:LIVE BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Rooftop terrace

TIM BOYLES

Just around the corner on a neighbouring street from sister hotel O:LV,
this small boutique hotel has a completely different feel. Think rustic
chic with a more casual, yet stylish Mediterranean feel. The story is that
while the owners were on honeymoon in Europe, they were inspired to
bring back their many finds including furniture, small pieces, antiques
and more, thus creating a hotel from their travel experience. The art of
simple living is practiced here and has been cultivated to showcase a
laid-back relaxed lifestyle and an intimate feel.
Frankly it’s hard to choose between the two hotels but they
certainly have a very different vibe. The rooms are varied in every way
and each is quirky. All are delightful and funky – some quite small
while others feature interesting balconies or terraces. Art and
marvellous creative pieces are everywhere. A dish here, a candlestick,
a beautiful chair, a photo over there – it’s an oasis of clever and
thoughtful design with the most amazing lighting everywhere.
Honeymoon photos of the gorgeous couple are in the corridors and
there are no room numbers, just differently coloured tasselled keys,
to identify each room.
O:live exudes the kind of atmosphere that makes you feel as if
you’re living in a small, secluded spot on an island in Greece or off the
Italian coast. There’s a real feeling of being in the countryside, especially
on the fabulous rooftop terrace, which is full of wood, soft furnishings,
a bar, small pool, and many fascinating design elements. It’s beautiful
and peaceful and feels just like an outdoor living room that you never
want to leave.
The ultra-chic Sage Restaurant, also by chef Mario Pagan, is a
steakhouse with reinvented fare and is situated just off the lobby which,
in itself, is very welcoming, as is the staff. Stay at one – use both
rooftops and if one restaurant is closed, food can be ordered from the
other. Both properties are beyond fabulous – colour me impressed.

PHOTO COURTESY OLV

EARTHY | RUSTIC | STYLISH | LAID BACK | COUNTRY CASUAL

Lobby
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Hotel X

A modern, urban resort hotel in Toronto
Toronto has a hip new hotel close to
Lake Ontario within the historic Exhibition
grounds, offering guests an urban vibe,
a luxe sensibility as well as fantastic city
views, gorgeous rooms, and varying
dining options. Hotel X, the first Toronto
hotel from Library Hotel Collection, is a
404-guest, 30-story property that will
suit both leisure and business travellers,
and is also ideal for special events – think
weddings and birthday celebrations.
The sophisticated design and décor
are beautiful and the hotel has an ecofriendly sensibility, with helpful staff and a
sense that things are buzzing all the time.
Perhaps that’s partly due to the stunning
three-level Falcon Skybar, which attracts a
younger crowd, has an impressive, trendy
nightlife vibe, as well as stunning views
from its glass wraparound windows. Check
out The Nest or The Perch while sipping on
a cocktail and enjoying casual, small plate
food. We loved our upgrade to a spacious,
elegant suite with separate living and
bedroom areas, and found the Library Club
Lounge a wonderful bonus for suite guests.
22
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We used it for evening snacks and wine
on the terrace overlooking the lake, and
enjoyed a continental breakfast there,
as well. This hotel offers a range of
accommodations, all with modern décor
and the amenities one would expect,
including Wi-Fi.
Several restaurants include Petros82
for dinners and Sunday brunch with
Mediterranean cuisine, and Maxx’s Kitchen,
a vibrant, popular spot with an open kitchen
and a range of seating from high tops to
regular tables, and a sexy bar and casual
food. The lobby lounge is the place to see
and be seen, and it’s equally as dazzling as
other venues in this attractive property.
Sometimes described as an urban
oasis in a busy, multi-cultural city, Hotel X
also has a rooftop pool and bar, a beautiful
spa by Guerlain, a massive athletic centre
with tennis and squash courts as well as a
wide range of gym equipment, a small
cinema and screening room, and an art
gallery. It’s beautiful and something a little
different for Toronto, itself a fantastic city.
— VANESSA LEE

DISCOVER
AUTHENTIC
BEAUTY
SAIL WITH US TO OVER
900 DESTINATIONS
Vietnam by Steve McCurry

CANADIAN FARES + FAVORABLE EXCHANGE RATES
Silversea is pleased to provide a $1 USD : $1.25 CAD exchange rate on all Silversea voyages, fares and suite categories. This
means peace of mind of knowing you won’t be adversely affected by currency fluctuations. No matter where you travel, every
voyage with Silversea is sure to be rich in priceless discovery.
Contact your travel professional or visit Silversea.com
All fares, savings, offers, programmes and itineraries are subject to change without notice. Additional restrictions may apply. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Visit silversea.com for full offer
details and complete Terms and Conditions.
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| INSIDER’S VIEW

NORWEGIAN ENCORE
A dazzling repeat performance
NORWEGIAN ENCORE, the final
vessel in Norwegian Cruise Line’s
Breakaway-Plus class, was christened
by Grammy Award winner Kelly
Clarkson last November in Miami.
Aptly named, this ship carries over
the most popular venues and amenities from sisters Norwegian Bliss and
Norwegian Joy that are most certainly
worthy of an Encore!
The Encore has such innovations
as the Speedway race track, now with
a longer course and a large viewing
platform. Laser tag and the expansive
waterpark have also returned while
the Galaxy Pavilion – home to virtual
reality games and rides – has a new
Escape Room, where up to six players
have 45 minutes to solve their way out
of a sunken galleon. With activities for
all family members, Norwegian certainly caters to a multi-gen audience.
Entertainment continues to be a
very strong suit and the Encore has
two new headline shows both of
which were exceedingly well-received
– and at no charge. Kinky Boots tells
the story of the collaboration between
a shoe cobbler struggling to continue
his father’s business and a feisty drag
performer looking for sturdy stilettos.
With music and lyrics by Cyndi
Lauper, the Tony-Award winning
Broadway hit garnered standing
ovations with colourful costumes
and pitch-perfect vocals.
The second, must-see headliner,
The Choir of Man, delivers a rousing
evening of toe-tapping music and
sing-along songs from pub tunes to
rock and roll classics. The cast is
extremely talented with 13 men, nine
singers and dancers and four
musicians performing many familiar
tunes – even the Pina Colada song –
24
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much to the audience’s delight. The
venue is an Irish pub, and there’s
narration, tap-dancing, rousing songs
and individual performances that will
melt your heart, bring you to tears or
have you bursting with raucous
laughter. It’s simply a wonderful
show and one of the best I have ever
seen – anywhere!
Other options include The Social
Comedy Club for headline comedians
or a silent disco. On certain evenings,
the club is transformed into a New
Orleans speakeasy, with tantalizing
performances by Madam Lulu’s ladies at Happy Hour Prohibition: The
Musical. Fans of The Fab Four will
be happy to see The Cavern Club
again, where an impressive Beatles
cover band rocks the house with all
their chart-topping hits.
When it comes to dining, Encore
has it all. New is Onda by Scarpetta
– the first sea-going outlet of the
Italian eatery found in iconic cities

PHOTOS COURTESY NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINES

such as New York City and Las Vegas.
Be wowed by its signature pastas
and seafood creations. Other specialty
fare includes seafood at Ocean Blue,
prime cuts at Cagney’s, sizzling
Teppanyaki, smoky barbecue at Q,
and Mexican at Los Lobos. Popular
outdoor seating at most specialty restaurants is available along Norwegian’s
signature Waterfront promenade.
Accommodations onboard the
Encore cater to all travel styles and
budgets, from solo travellers to
multi-generation families. But the
crème de la crème in luxury can be
found in The Haven by Norwegian,
a collection of suites, villas, and
penthouses that are nothing short of
lavish bliss. Guests have access to an
exclusive pool and deck area, a fine
dining restaurant, and The Haven
Lounge and Bar, where mixologists
create bespoke cocktails tailored to
your particular preference and even
your mood of the day.

Norwegian Cruise Line has also
been expanding its offerings on its
private Bahamian island, Great Stirrup
Cay. The most noteworthy addition
is the luxurious Silver Cove where
guests can book one of the gorgeous
beachfront villas, ranging from studios
to one and two-bedroom units, all
surrounding a tranquil lagoon. Other
features at Silver Cove include a
casual bar and restaurant, a Moët
Champagne bar, butler and room
service and the Mandara Spa. It’s a
decadent day out and not inexpensive
– ranging from $299 US to over
$1000 per villa but it can be made
more economically reasonable if six
or eight guests share the space. The
rest of Great Stirrup Cay, reached by
a short tender ride from the ship, has
many amenities, bars, restaurants
and other smaller cabanas for rent.
The beaches are gorgeous, replete
with lounge chairs and umbrellas
and there’s a zip-line too.

For those wanting to make a
splash in that beautiful crystalline
water, try the paddle boards, snorkels
and kayaks, or sign up for a shore
excursion to go sailing or even
swimming with pigs! A tram can
take you to the quieter beaches and
if you have a drinks package on the
ship, it can be used ashore. The island
is really lovely and offers a wonderful day at the beach on a number of
Caribbean itineraries. n

Clockwise from
top left:
Haven Courtyard
Penthouse Suite
Onda by Scarpetta
Restaurant
Norwegian Encore
at sea
Aerial race track
Great Stirrup Cay
cabana
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Crystal luxury
reimagined
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The evolution of Crystal luxury at sea,
defined by a remarkable redesign
onboard Crystal Serenity, with such
hallmarks as open-seating and
specialty dining, pre-paid gratuities,
and complimentary fine wines and
spirits offers an alluring choice for
those desiring an elegant and tasteful
sea-going atmosphere.
VANESSA LEE

Tea in the Palm Court
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AT THE HEART OF EVERY LUXURY CRUISE is that
particular and distinct something – as the French would
say, it’s a Je ne sais quoi moment. In my experience,
this most appealing quality is invariably present on
Crystal Cruises’ ships and seems to truly resonate.
I believe that this charming French expression of delight
personifies Crystal and is, in part, responsible for their
continued success and constant acclaim. Their guest’s
loyalty is remarkable, and at times, one notes an almost
pure reverence between those guests and the staff onboard
each ship. True to the meaning of the phrase, it’s somewhat intangible and hard to express unless one experiences it first hand. They do seem to have an innate
understanding of what is required and when, and how the
guests should feel.
This high level of service was evident early in the
cruise at the Stardust Supper Club, which hosts a special
dinner and dance evening once or twice per cruise on
those designated as optional black-tie. The Crystal Serenity
carries up to 980 guests, and the Stardust Supper Club can
only accommodate just over 100 guests, so reserving in
advance is a must. And there are always tables kept for
those who are sailing in the grandest suites of all. Guests
arrive promptly, the entertainment is ready, tables beautifully set, and the lighting is just so. It harkens back to the
supper clubs of New York in the ‘50s and ‘60s and is
exceedingly popular for myriad reasons – one being
that Crystal guests love to whirl around the dance floor.
It’s an elegant yesteryear moment and seems to suit the
whole personification of Crystal’s onboard experience.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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| CRYSTAL SERENITY

Stardust Supper Club

Looking on from the bar, sipping some Champagne
and hoping to snag a table for ourselves, we saw that all
the guests were seated, the room was full, the band was
playing, and the dinner was about to be underway.
Suddenly two guests arrived, somewhat tardily but expecting a table. We watched the maître d’ and his brigade of
staff, find a table, whisk it into place, ensure it was perfect
in every way, and the guests were seated without any
knowledge that they had almost upset the apple cart. At
Crystal, no detail goes unnoticed, no guest is turned away,
and everything is as it should be. To me, that is a sign of a
brand that pays attention, is caring in a kind, gracious, and
warm fashion, and ultimately, does their very best to
delight everyone onboard.
And so it went for the duration of our 10-day Caribbean voyage from Fort Lauderdale to San Juan visiting
such charming spots as St Barts, Tortola, St Kitts, and Nevis
and other ports such as St, Thomas and St. Lucia with
several days at sea which are always such a joy.
The accommodations are stellar, one of the most
beautiful suites I have enjoyed at sea. Ensconced in a Sea
Breeze Penthouse on Deck 10, I felt cosseted and pampered, particularly by the most attentive and personalized
service from the butler, Richard. Nothing was too much
trouble for him, and he literally could not do enough for
my travelling companions in the adjoining suite and me.
Every day he brought the breakfast tray precisely on time,
28
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and seemingly was everywhere and on the ball, ready to
proffer some assistance or to prepare afternoon treats,
deliver more ice, organize some caviar and Champagne for
a special celebration, and generally take care of all the
guests in his part of the ship. Every suite on Decks 10 and
11 offers the treat of having a butler, and they actually are
butlers and not glorified room stewards. Well trained,
elegant, intuitive, and charming, so that, by the end of the
cruise, he was indispensable!
The suites are quite glorious and very well designed,
feeling more like a typical large hotel room or even one’s
bedroom at home. There are 36 Sea Breeze Penthouses
located on Deck 10, introduced during the major renovation and refit that Crystal Serenity underwent in late 2018.
They are very popular, and guests should book them well
ahead. The décor and colours throughout are calming, and
the palette with its tones of blues and greys offset by
neutral tones and that delightful Crystal turquoise, carried
through in lighting, art, and objets was incredibly charming, with no harsh notes at all. This soothing sensibility and
these hues, along with greys, sea greens, and mauves,
carries on throughout the whole ship, which provides a
very pleasing backdrop in all of the public rooms.
I loved the elegant, art-deco feel of my spacious suite
with its incredibly comfy bed, the various lighting options
at one’s fingertips and a gorgeous, luxe couch, a stocked
bar and fridge to complement the feel along with a Keurig
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Seabreeze Penthouse Suite

coffee maker. Colourful glass installations and other art
donned the walls. My walk-in closet had everything I
needed, with Etro bathrobes, kimonos and slippers, was
also spacious as was the bathroom with its two sinks,
although I did miss having a bathtub in addition to the
fantastic walk-in shower. There’s a Dyson hairdryer, two
make-up mirrors, lots of drawer storage, and many nice
touches throughout. A verandah with ample seating and
several tables completed the array of suite amenities. It
became a sanctuary, a beautiful, calm oasis in the bustling
world of a cruise ship with so many activities and events
it was hard to fit everything in during our voyage.
The cuisine is another aspect of a Crystal cruise, at
the heart of the guest experience. Various dining options
include Umi Uma, by Chef Nobu with its sushi bar, and
restaurant with Nobu trained chefs to ensure the quality
and consistency of every incredible dish. Each guest may
dine here once during the voyage for no charge, and then
additional reservations come at a small fee of $30US per
guest. The same applies to Prego, the alternative Italian
restaurant, which also has a traditional feel, much like the
Stardust Supper Club. Crystal guests, with a fifty percent
average repeat factor on every voyage, seem to enjoy a
time-honored and proven styling in some of the public
rooms such as Prego and also the Avenue Saloon being
another delightful example with its rich woods and very
clubby feel.

The accommodations are stellar – I loved the elegant,
art-deco feel of my spacious suite. It became a sanctuary,
a beautiful, calm oasis in the bustling world of a cruise
ship with so many activities and events it was hard to fit
everything in during our voyage.

Seabreeze Penthouse Suite
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Mozart Tea

White Night Party

VANESSA LEE

| CRYSTAL SERENITY

Umi Uma Restaurant

During the significant refurbishment that Crystal
Serenity and sister ship, Crystal Symphony, underwent in
recent years, several more dining venues have been added.
These include the Marketplace, formerly the Lido, which
now transforms into Churrascaria, Crystal’s version of a
Brazilian steakhouse serving succulent cuts, ceviches, tapas,
and more. A casual, open-seating dinner is offered here
every night from 6:30 to 9:00 pm. Another new dining
option is Silk, a contemporary venue with modern Chineseinspired fare with family-style dinner plates ideal for sharing
and self-service for breakfast and lunch. For dinner, reservations are recommended. The former Crystal dining room is
now exquisitely transformed into the Waterside Restaurant
and is quite gorgeous with attractive, soft colours and décor
and open-seating dining. The service is a delight here,
whether for breakfast, lunch, or dinner, and the menu
choices, featuring modern cuisine selections, are delicious.
30
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A special event, always very popular with Crystal
guests, is the Mozart Tea Time, which we enjoyed on our
first sea day. Staff dressed in costumes of the era ensured
a gracious tea service, to the accompaniment of a violinist
and pianist playing Mozart and other classics. Cakes, tea
sandwiches, as well as scones with jam and clotted cream
were among the tasty treats we enjoyed in an elegant
setting at the redesigned Palm Court venue high atop the
ship with marvellous views. It’s yet another example of
the thoughtful aspects of a Crystal cruise. The Gentlemen
Hosts are another such feature, to dance with the ladies,
and accompany them at dinner as required.
The White Night party, in the ship’s atrium, was
exceedingly popular with guests donning white outfits and
dancing away to live music and singing. The entertainment,
in several venues throughout the ship, included piano
stylings, a duo, a full-scale Broadway production show, the
previously mentioned dancing to an orchestra, movies, and
so much more, including a casino, bridge, and card games
and a wide-ranging series of enrichment lectures.
It seems that one of the reasons for Crystal’s resounding success, as they celebrate their 30th anniversary this
year, is their ability to understand the desires and wishes
of their guests, no doubt leading to the fifty percent or
higher repeat factor. A harmonious onboard atmosphere,
the attentive service with its inherent desire to please, and
the stunning redesign of many areas of the ship, have all
contributed to Crystal’s superb offering. Magic, fairy dust,
or just a determination to never take an eye off the ball –
whatever it is, they do it exceedingly well and should be
congratulated for honing their craft and ensuring their
guests a most refined and lovely experience at sea. n
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Magic, fairy dust, or just a determination to never take an eye off the ball – whatever it is,
Crystal does it exceedingly well, ensuring their guests a refined and lovely experience at sea.

GREAT LAKES

Explore the best of Canada
and the United States.

SOUTHEAST U.S.A.

America’s Atlantic Coast gives
way to a tropical destination.

Save up to $3,000
per stateroom*

YUCATÁN PENINSULA

Ancient culture meets modern
splendor in festive Mexico.

on select 2020 voyages.

COSTA RICA AND PANAMA

Experience Central America, from
metropolis to mangrove forest.

*Offer expires 3/31/20 or when no valid cabins remain. Offer is valid only on new, paid-in-full bookings. Not valid on group bookings or existing reservations.
Additional terms and conditions may apply. Call for details, and mention Offer Code 2020 ONTO VICTORY.The Victory I ™ and Victory II ™ vessels are registered in the Bahamas.

Contact your travel professional for details,
or visit www.VictoryCruiseLines.com.

Europe in the

SLOW LANE
The early morning mist is being lifted by the slow
arrival of a sunny spring day. Our ship gently
navigates the charms of the lesser known Moselle
River as we slowly sail along. Luxembourg is on our
port side and Germany to starboard, and we are
nicely sandwiched between these two countries on
this narrow stretch of river, enjoying a taste of each.

KONTRAST-FOTODESIGN / ISTOCK
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The Moselle River, Germany
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T’S TULIP TIME in the Netherlands
and consequently, the rivers in this
region are often bustling highways.
We are fortunate though, as our
Avalon Waterways river ship, the
Imagery II, is the only one departing
from the small town of Rechim in
Luxembourg. The nesting swans,
chirping birds and an array of waterfowl are our companions on this
ship, which can carry up to 128
guests. With half-price cocktails
during happy hour in the lounge
and open-seating dining, we mix and
mingle and make many new friends.
We are, for this short time, a band of
travellers immersing in the culture of
three lands and two rivers as we
head to the mighty Rhine from the
tidy little Moselle.
The lands of Belgium, Holland,
Luxembourg, and Germany hold great
interest for many cruisers as there is
opportunity to see places travellers
may have barely heard of, especially
on smaller rivers like the Moselle.
The village of Grevenmacher, the
medieval gem that is Bernkastel,
and Cochem with its imperial castle
offer winding cobbled streets and
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traditional half-timbered houses.
They are also known for their wine,
particularly the Riesling varietal.
We are entranced by picturesque views at each bend of the river
and the vineyards on both banks,
which seem as if they are poised at
any given moment to tumble into the
water. Massive castles on the remarkable Rhine Gorge always elicit many
oohs and aahs and hundreds of camera clicks. The cruise director recites
tales about medieval times and grand
old dukes who lived in these parts
and defended their land from marauding soldiers and invaders. These
tales take us from the 14th to the
19th century and make these ancient
fortresses, with their towers, ramparts
and keeps, come to life.
There is much history in these
parts and soaking it all up on a sunfilled day on the top deck of this ship
is a delight. We sit in the warmth,
sipping a local wine, happy to be
gliding along under bridges and
through a few locks as we make our
way past lands of lore and legends
and some of Europe’s most fascinating history.

Avalon has a fleet of ships in both
Europe and Southeast Asia, all featuring renowned Panorama Suites with
the widest-opening windows and
beds facing expansive views. These
wall-to-wall and floor-to-ceiling
windows eliminate the need for an
actual balcony as ships are often
docked in a town or village or tied to
each other while in port.

PHOTO COURTESY AVALON WATERWAYS
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We are entranced by picturesque
views at each bend of the river
The suites and staterooms on
every Avalon ship are well-designed
and provide a comfortable homeaway-from-home for one’s journey.
The beds in particular, which offer a
choice of four preferences ranging
from firm to very soft, are a nice
touch to ensure a restful sleep.
Local wines and beer are served
at both lunch and dinner and the
menu choices are wide-ranging, with
buffets offered at breakfast and lunch
and a set-served menu at dinner.
And now guests can choose to dine
in the evening at a relaxed time
between 7:00 and 8:30 pm. Additionally, there is a more casual dinner
service – bistro dining with smaller
dinner portions – offered in the Panorama lounge, which is a popular
choice especially after a long day of
touring. A welcome new refinement
was having the option to order a continental breakfast delivered each
morning to one’s stateroom.
Avalon also offers Active &
Discovery river cruises now along
the Rhine and the Danube, as well
as the Rhône in France. There is an
Adventure Host available to interact

with guests and lead Pilates, yoga,
workouts, morning cardio, bike
rides, hikes and general fitness
consultation. A number of guests
loved and took advantage of this
new feature and there are also
opportunities with Avalon Discovery
to join in a lively cooking class,
a local wine-tasting, a painting class
or canoeing. A river cruise can be as
active or as relaxed, as busy or as quiet
as one pleases, all the while taking in
some of the best river views.
And staying before or after your
cruise is a chance not to be missed.
With Avalon YourWay, guests can
choose the perfect amount of time to
stay in a number of towns and cities
such as Amsterdam, Budapest, Vienna,
Prague, Lyon and Paris. With Avalon’s
sister company, Monograms, guests
can expand their cruise even more.
The Monograms experience allows
one to delve more deeply into a destination with stays at centrally located
and well-priced hotels and the expertise of a Local Host. Some sightseeing
is included and guests also have time
on their own. It’s the ideal start to a
European experience. n

Cochem, Germany

Panorama Suite

The Bar
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Alaska
ADVENTUROUS

IN THE LAP OF
SEABOURN LUXURY

A cruise to America’s last frontier is not only the
very best way to experience Alaska’s coastal riches,
unspoiled scenery, and abundant, breathtaking wildlife.
It also reveals the best of Seabourn’s one-of-a-kind
cruising style on Seabourn Sojourn.

PHOTO COURTESY SEABOURN
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Guests of Seabourn Sojourn
kayak in Alaska’s College Fjord
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Intimate and closer
In a place of natural splendour like
Alaska, a smaller ship gives you
ample space to feel you are part of
your surroundings.
Fewer than 500 fellow guests
share your Seabourn cruise to
Alaska. You can stroll on a deck
surrounded by the quiet serenity of
the impossibly fresh air and the
sound of the waves passing the ship
and the densely-forested shore.
On any Seabourn voyage, you feel
38
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treasured like a member of the
family. On an Alaska voyage, guests
outfitted with Seabourn’s complimentary sky-blue, branded allweather jackets take on the spirit of
a team of explorers.
Everywhere is a room with a view
Every space on a Seabourn ship
gives you a feeling of being connected to the sea. All suites are
ocean-front, many with verandas
offering stunning views of the surrounding natural beauty.
Imagine waking in a verdant
fjord to the sight of ‘baby’ icebergs
floating past on glassy waters, or
marine life like whales and orca –
and countless bald eagles – making
an appearance seemingly at arms’
reach off your teak veranda rail.
Or the unforgettable experience
of sailing in crisp sub-arctic air while
sipping Champagne in one of the
toasty hot tubs on deck.

Marquee ports and hidden gems
Ketchikan’s rainbow-coloured stilt
buildings along its picturesque creek.
Juneau’s epic ice field. Sailing
into Tracy’s Arm Fjord within neartouching distance of an oceanside
glacier. The Klondike gold rush
time capsule town of Skagway.
And on select itineraries, a cruise
into the absolutely stunning Glacier
Bay National Park.
Seabourn visits the iconic cruising destinations of Alaska, and also
the destinations and seaside landmarks off the beaten path of larger,
mainstream cruise ships. The spectacular Harriman, College, and Misty
Fjords, Wrangell, Inian and Chiswell
Islands, Aialik and Holgate Glaciers
make your Alaska adventure one-ofa-kind. Small First Nations villages
dot the coastline providing a chance
to see and experience a culture that
celebrate its centuries-old customs
and way of life.

PHOTOS COURTESY SEABOURN
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T’S A VAST SPECTACLE of Nature
right in our own backyard. Alaska’s
seemingly endless, untouched waters and emerald shores are calling
more cruise travellers every year.
Whether you’ve already sailed along
the northwest coasts of the continent, or are contemplating your first
cruise to the 49th state, here’s why a
Seabourn experience is the peak
Alaska voyage.

DANI3315 / ISTOCK

A Seabourn Alaska cruise is the ultimate ultra-luxury northern ‘safari’ right in our backyard.
New for 2020, Seabourn offers
7-day sailings, both north and south
routes. Guests can combine two
sailings into an immersive 14-day
voyage, with no repeat ports.
Local delicacies and the
only Michelin stars in Alaska
You can wonder at the breathtaking
landscapes and magnificent wildlife
of America’s Last Frontier by day…
and indulge in the phenomenal
cuisine of the world-renowned
chef, Thomas Keller at night. Your
Seabourn ship is the only place you
can dine in Alaska at a restaurant by
America’s most acclaimed Michelinstarred chef - and it’s even a complimentary experience.
The Grill by Thomas Keller
evokes a mid-century American
steakhouse. The menu is updated

nostalgia with Chef Keller’s interpretations of classic, French-inspired
American cuisine. He’s even resurrected the almost-forgotten, charming practice of chefs in the dining
room preparing Caesar Salad and
sundaes tableside.
In the ship’s other dining venues,
Seabourn chefs plan menus like they
are serving guests on a private yacht
rather than a cruise ship, personally
shopping for ingredients in local
ports and featuring fresh flavours on
menus that surprise and delight
daily.
In the rich waters of British
Columbia and Alaska, that translates
into a bounty of crab, salmon,
oysters and other local delicacies so
exquisitely fresh and beautifully
prepared, it spoils you for dining on
them anywhere else in the world.

‘Reel’ local cuisine
Alaska’s great outdoors, Seabourn’s
sublime cuisine, and the personal
connection between the ship’s crew
and guests join hands in one of their
newest experiences. ‘Enjoy Your
Catch’ appeals to Seabourn guests
hungry for fishing action as well as the
taste of fresh-from-the-water seafood.
In different Alaska ports, you
can join a guide and embark on a
fishing outing in search of local
halibut or salmon in the beauty of
the wilderness, combined with the
added bonus of wildlife sightings
such as whales, seals, sea lions,
otters, bear, deer and eagles. And
when you return to your ship, your
fresh catch is prepared by the ship’s
culinary team for you to enjoy in
full Seabourn style. For anglers, it’s
the Seabourn Moment of the voyage.

From left to right:
Seabourn Sojourn
guests cruise
Alaska’s Aialik Bay.
A humback whale
breaches in a
spectacular cloud
of spray.
Seabourn’s culinary
team will prepare
your fresh-caught
salmon or halibut.
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| SEABOURN ALASKA

Imagine waking in a verdant fjord to the
sight of ‘baby’ icebergs floating past on
glassy waters, or marine life like whales
and orca – and countless bald eagles –
making an appearance seemingly at arms’
reach off your teak veranda rail.

Seabourn Square

Veranda Suite
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The Restaurant

Ventures by Seabourn
Seabourn’s smaller ships can’t only
sail into Alaska’s smaller ports, bays
and fjords, they can also launch
Zodiacs and kayaks directly from
the Marina at the aft of the ship. If you
like exploring the outdoors and getting
up-close to nature, optional Ventures
by Seabourn are the Alaska experiences of your dreams: fun, accessible,
active excursions accompanied by an
Expedition Team including naturalists,
marine biologists and other experts.
Watch whales and eagles in Kenai
Fjords from a Zodiac, kayak breath
takingly close to wildlife in Misty
Fjords or to the magnificent glacier in
Tracy’s Arm Fjord, take a photo safari
for bears in Wrangell, or hike the
Davidson Glacier.

More Seabourn ashore
You won’t want your Seabourn
cruise in Alaska to end when you
disembark, and luckily, it doesn’t
have to. Seabourn’s pre- and postcruise Seabourn Journeys are fullyescorted extensions inland from
the ports at the beginning and end
of Alaska itineraries.
Take a luxury rail Rocky Mountaineer journey including Canada’s
UNESCO Banff National Park pre-cruise.
Or a train and flightseeing exploration of Alaska’s Denali National
Park and America’s highest peak
pre- or post-cruise.
A Seabourn Alaska and British
Columbia voyage is the ultimate
ultra-luxury northern ‘safari’ right in
our backyard. n
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Seabourn Moments, Alaska style
Every guest has a story of their
favourite Seabourn moment. The
ship’s crew is on an eternal mission
to come up with spontaneous experiences that bring you closer to your
fellow guests, your destination, and
the warm and enthusiastic crew.
How do Seabourn moments put a
smile on your face in Alaska?
One day, you may return from
a shore excursion to find ‘Hot
Chocolate with a Twist’ on the Pool
deck, where Seabourn bartenders
have stations serving everyone’s favourite comfort drink – with an
optional twist of your favourite liqueur
and indulgent toppings that warm
you up during a scenic sail away.
In Alaska, Seabourn’s famous
‘Caviar in the Surf’ becomes festive
Caviar on Ice on the pool deck.
At the open-air, pop-up party, deluxe
vodka and Champagne stations, chefs
serving guests from super-sized cans
of caviar, and the live band all come
together in the ultimate Seabourn
spirit of the moment.

Waive up to $1,500
during Wave Season

Book NOW and SAVE

On
On almost
almost every
every itinerary,
itinerary, including
including our
our most
most popular!
popular!

Riviera River Cruises is excited to continue its partnership
with Cruise & Travel Lifestyle in 2020!
So
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so, we’re
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per cabin
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Exclusively for YOU!
Book in February 2020 and you will receive €100 Ship Board Credit
on a 7 day or longer cruise
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Learn more by calling your Travel Professional
or call 888-838-8820 to ﬁnd a participating Travel Professional near you
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Soaring
on the slopes
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LIZ FLEMING

Deep powder, Whistler, BC
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Where the snow is perfect,
the hills are fabulous and the après ski
fun is as hot as the snow is cold:
Park City, Utah; Lake Tahoe, Nevada
and Whistler, British Columbia.

Park City perfection
IF YOU LOVE SKIING but don’t want
to lug your gear, Deer Valley resort in
the charming ski town of Park City,
Utah has the solution. It’s pricey, but
brilliant.
As a guest of the ultra-luxe
Stein Eriksen Lodge, I discovered the
joys of ‘ski valet’ service, simply
putting on my ski suit, and strolling
to the slope side locker area where
both my gear and a charming valet
were waiting for me. While I ordered
my morning latte at the nearby coffee
shop, my unbuckled boots appeared,
ready to slip into, and my skis

and poles were placed outside. I just
hopped on the gondola and started
my day.
I was enjoying a wealth of
groomed trails when I paused.
What was missing? Snowboarders.
In creating a five-star guest experience, the Deer Valley designers
reserved their well-manicured slopes
for skiers only – the snowboarders
enjoy the hills at nearby Park City
Mountain Resort.
Equally first-class are the
slope-side culinary offerings. No
sad, soggy burgers from a steam

rack. The chefs at the Royal Street
Café put a gourmet spin on deluxe
burgers, spicy, delicious white bean
chili and more – you just ski harder
after lunch to burn the calories!
The true magic of the Deer Valley
system came at day’s end. I snapped
out of my bindings, leaving my
skis to be collected, dried and
stored in my locker by the helpful
valet. My shoes appeared magically,
so I simply unbuckled my wet ski
boots and let them be spirited away
too. This is the way royalty skis –
and really, shouldn’t we all?

This page:
(clockwise from left)
The luxury of
ski valet service.
The ultra-luxe Stein
Eriksen Lodge in
Park City, Utah.
Deer Valley under
the stars.
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| ON THE SLOPES

Heavenly Resort, Lake Tahoe

Said my Lake Tahoe ski guide: “There are no friends on
soft snow days.”
That meant he wouldn’t wait around if I went to the
bathroom, adjusted my boots or was slow. The joy of
skiing on the kind of perfectly dry, white ‘pow’ for which
Lake Tahoe resorts are famous is so addictive, passionate
skiers dive in. Given the number of runs I needed to
explore – with that guide – I kept up, no matter what!
Though the Lake Tahoe region has many resorts from
which to choose, my favourite is Heavenly, the second
largest. At 3,068 metres it’s by far the highest and boasts
the biggest vertical drop, stretching 1,070 metres. Best of
all, Heavenly embodies its name, with a huge selection of
perfectly pitched, steep-enough-to-be-fast-but-broadenough-for-giant-slalom-turning groomed hills. What’s
most outstanding is the quality of snow – dry and crisp.
Because Heavenly is located on the east side of Lake Tahoe,
the snow is generally lighter and drier than at the resorts
on the west, under the ridge of the Sierra Nevada.
And then there’s the Lake Tahoe après ski. Though
I’m not a gambler by nature, it was fun to head straight off
the hills into Tahoe’s glitzy casinos. A far cry from beer and
a bowl of chili, this après ski is a whole different kind of fun.
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Après ski, Heavenly Resort
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Taking on Tahoe
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Whistler – beyond the slopes
British Columbia’s Whistler Blackcomb is one of the
world’s finest ski resorts, with 3,306 hectares of glorious
mountain, an average snowfall of almost 12.2 metres,
1,609 vertical metres and more than 200 gorgeous trails.
Ski it for a few days and unless you’re an Olympian,
you might need to give your body a little break.
After several days of non-stop skiing, with my knees
screaming in protest, I discovered Whistler offers as much
fun off the slopes as on. The Nita Lake Lodge – our mountain home – offered casually elegant coziness, fab food and
a fantastic in-house spa. After dragging our tired bodies to
the spa for a spine-pampering Kundalini treatment, we
settled into the lodge’s Aura Restaurant for a feast of
BC Kuterra salmon.
Later, relaxed and full of fantastic food, we found
our lakeview suite featured not only a glowing gas fireplace, but also decadent specialty sleep amenities including lavender bath suds for our soaker tub, a lavender
essential oil roller ball and a Nordic ‘sleep pillow’, stuffed
with pine and balsam for sweet dreams of the forest.
Morning came too early at our cozy nest but we
had plans to start our off-hill day with a Blackcomb
Helicopters adventure over Whistler Village and beyond.

Every hour of sleep missed was made up for by the glories
of soaring over that holiday-card landscape, marvelling at
toy-like Whistler Village, and drinking in the mountain
peaks.
Exhilarated but chilly, our next stop was the ultimate
winter warm-up – the Scandinave Spa. We relished the
silence as we baked in the sauna, basked in the steam
room and bobbed in the jacuzzi, plunged under icy
waterfalls and into frigid pools and finally reclined,
swathed in warm robes, by the crackling outdoor fire.
We were more relaxed than we’d ever been on a ski trip
– but the day wasn’t over yet. Sunset was coming – and
a zip lining tour.
We suited up in our harnesses and helmets, then
headed out to the Superfly Ziplines course just as the sun
was setting. Zipping straight into the brilliance of the
twilight sky was stunning but we had many lines to
finish, and very little sunset left. Suddenly, the trees at
each platform began to shimmer with thousands of tiny
white lights strung through the branches. We leapt into
the shimmer, then soared through the darkness, into the
welcoming embrace of the next collection of lights. It was
pure Whistler magic. n

This page:
(clockwise from left)
Zip lining in
Whistler’s winter
wonderland.
A helicopter tour
offers incredible
views of Whistler’s
peaks.
Magical Whistler
Village at night.
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Cruising with history on

SEA CLOUD

Relive the lifestyle of last century’s rich and
famous on a classic four-masted sailing ship
and enjoy the allure of this unique vessel
with its storied history.
FRAN GOLDEN

Silver Cloud at Melchior Island, Antarctica
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The original suite of Marjorie Merriweather Post

PHOTOS COURTESY SEA CLOUD

AT SEA ON THE 64-guest
windjammer Sea Cloud you might
find yourself wishing the walls could
talk. Built as a yacht by a cereal heiress nearly 90 years ago, the ship
hosted heroes and despots, royalty
and celebrities, and a long roster of
the rich and famous who, no doubt,
shared a few secrets.
You might find yourself, as my
husband and I did, in a stateroom
with a drop-down desk where author
James Michener once wrote while he
sailed. Or hanging out in a space
where starlets flirted with Ramfis
Trujillo, son of the Dominican
Republic dictator Rafael.
When you sail on Sea Cloud,
you’re on a ship that has seen glory
days and stormy times, which only
adds to its allure as we learned on a
wintertime sailing in the Caribbean.
Fit for royalty
The history of this tall ship starts
with General Foods heiress Marjorie
Merriweather Post and her second
husband, Edward F. Hutton, namesake of the brokerage firm E.F. Hutton.
He had other yachts, all with black

hulls and named Hussar. She, one
of the wealthiest women of her time,
decided that the next vessel would
be the grandest and largest oceangoing private yacht in the world.
Originally named the Hussar V,
Sea Cloud was built in Germany, and
debuted in 1931, with a crew of 75.
The interior was done by Marjorie
herself, who had decorated her many
homes including her Palm Beach
estate, Mar-a-Lago.
In designing the ship’s 10 original staterooms and public rooms she
set up a warehouse in Brooklyn as a
staging ground, collecting antiques
and costly fabrics and wallcoverings
from around the world and arranging
everything on a layout of the hull she
had drawn on the floor. She bought
Carrara marble and solid gold fittings
for the bathrooms, more marble for
open fireplaces and perfumes to add
to the paint so that each stateroom
would have its own scent.
Today, guests can book the original accommodations, located down a
winding staircase into the hull of the
ship and with portholes for views.
They include the extravagant suites

of Post and Hutton – hers feminine,
done up in cream and gold, with
furniture that would be at home in
Versailles; his dark, woody, as masculine as an old-time men’s club.
On each cruise, the ship holds
an open house one evening, which
assures that guests staying in the other
rooms – modern accommodations
with windows or former officer’s
quarters with upper and lower beds
– get time to ogle the original lodgings.
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Today, well-heeled international guests,
come onboard attracted both by the
history and the rare opportunity to
actually sail – some guests even refer
to themselves as “sailors.”

Stateroom

Dining Room
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fireproofing underneath), black and
white photos, oil paintings, antiques
and other lush furnishings that all
speak of old money. But the experience feels anything but stodgy.
Today, well-heeled international guests, predominantly from
Germany and the U.S., come onboard attracted both by the history
and the rare opportunity to actually
sail – some guests even refer to
themselves as “sailors.”
While 18 among the 59-person
crew are dedicated to raising and
lowering the sails, guests can pitch
in. You aren’t allowed to climb the
tall masts, but you can help pull a

heavy rope through a sizeable pulley
– after you get a safety briefing. It’s a
fun exercise and a great photo opp.
Otherwise, during daytime sailing hours everyone hangs out on the
expansive open decks, curling up in
lounge chairs, reading, socializing,
watching reflections of the sun on
the sails or lulled into a nap by the
slight rolling, even in calm seas.
The onboard atmosphere is
casual by day, slightly fancier at
night. The nightly cocktail party at
the open-air bar is accompanied by
tunes from the ship’s piano player.
The multi-course evening meal in
the dining room and parlour is like a

PHOTOS COURTESY SEA CLOUD

History always present
The Huttons sailed the world together until their marriage ended in
divorce in 1935. Marjorie renamed
the ship Sea Cloud and painted the
black hull white.
Sea Cloud hosted the political elite
when Marjorie’s third husband,
Joseph Davies, was named ambassador to Russia. Later, without sails, the
ship saw duty in World War II as a
U.S. Coast Guard vessel. Eventually it
was sold to Rafael Trujillo, whose son
docked the ship in Los Angeles and
invited movie stars onboard. But it was
unused and rotting when a group of
businessmen from Hamburg, Germany
rescued Sea Cloud in 1978.
Gutted, remodeled and updated,
Sea Cloud is today a wonderful
matchup of old and new. A cushy
dining room and parlour feature
wood panelling (these days with

big dinner party, come in your jacket
and tie or in a polo shirt and khakis,
your choice.
Weather allowing, the crew
lures guests outdoors for dinners too,
one night for a BBQ featuring a
whole pig, another for a buffet with
copious amounts of seafood.
Lunches are served buffet style
on deck, with treats such as fresh fish,
procured that day and sliced and
grilled by the chef before your eyes.
Fans of French cheeses will love the
daily displays. Superb pastries make it
equally impossible to keep your vow
to watch calories. Good international
wines and beer are complimentary at
lunch and dinner.
One evening after dinner, the
crew gathers everyone outdoors at
the 24-hour bar for a performance of
classic sea shanties, guests given
sheets of lyrics so they can sing
along. Other nights you might head
to the hidden sundeck up on top of
the ship for stargazing.
Time on shore
Sea Cloud is a destination unto itself,
but on a Caribbean sailing you also
visit smaller islands where guests
lounge on idyllic patches of sand,
snorkel or head off on included tours
– such as to see the natural rock
grottos known as “The Baths” on
Virgin Gorda. On a one-week British
Virgin Islands and Lesser Antilles
sailing from Antigua to Barbados,
there’s time to lounge at the rustic
beach bars of White Bay on Jost Van
Dyke and walk the quaint Frenchinfluenced streets of Îles des Saintes,
with two days to explore St. Barths.
A highlight comes on a calm
day when guests are invited to jump
off the ship’s ladder and swim to an
island of floats carefully laid out by
the crew. Another day, with the vessel fully rigged, a Zodiac takes guests
around the ship for photos.
You’ll want those photos because
being on this grand dame of a ship,
you too will have stories to tell. n

Lido Deck
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SANTA FE
Falling in love with the many charms of
“The City Different”
ANNA HOBBS
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GENEVIEVE RUSSELL / TOURISM SANTA FE

I

T DIDN’T TAKE US LONG to realize
why Santa Fe is dubbed, The City
Different. For starters, it is an old city
— older than the USA itself. And, at
7,000 feet, the nation’s highest state
capital. Here, the history of the
American West thrives alongside
contemporary sophistication. Then
there’s the jaw-dropping, 360-degree, mountain views. With more
than 300 days of glorious sunshine
per year, the fabulous high desert climate includes warm days, cool evenings and dry air. The blend of three
cultures — Native American, Hispanic and Anglo — shapes the gentle
rhythms of everyday life. Dedicated
to safeguarding its rich heritage, a
building code restricts structures to
three stories, preserving the traditional ‘long and low’ architectural
signature. Its population sits comfortably at 85,000. Here are just some of
Santa Fe’s many charms…

NAGEL PHOTOGRAPHY / SHUTTERSTOCK

BRENDA KELLEY / TOURISM SANTA FE

Shiprock Santa Fe

Adobe architecture

The historic heart
Exploring this district on foot is surprisingly easy. Strolling
through the quaint, meandering streets of the downtown’s
landmark Santa Fe Plaza, we discovered a mecca for art,
food, history and New Mexican culture. We marvelled at
the sun-baked adobe architecture, the 400-year old Palace
of Governors, the Cathedral Basilica of St. Francis and the
historic La Fonda hotel. Even without chain stores, the
downtown retail scene is thriving. The area is chock-full
of trendy boutiques selling handwoven textiles, Navajo
rugs, Acoma Pueblo pottery and armloads of silver
jewellery, inlaid with turquoise and coral. Shiprock Santa
Fe showcases the finest Southwestern and Native
American Art, both new and vintage. Being on the second
floor of a building on the plaza, it also feels a bit hidden
and secret.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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International Folk Art Market

GABRIELLA MARKS / TOURISM SANTA FE

Hoop Dancer, Santa Fe Indian Market

TOURISM SANTA FE COURTESY OF SWAIA

Canyon Road

BRENDA KELLEY / TOURISM SANTA FE

| SANTA FE

The art

Museum Hill: This is home to a quartet of outstanding
museums. The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture has
a 70,000-piece collection with examples that range
from ancestral artifacts to contemporary Native arts.
The Museum of International Folk Art, a family favourite,
is packed with delightfully quirky traditional art. The
Museum of Spanish Colonial Art offers a glimpse into
daily life in colonial Santa Fe.
Georgia O”Keeffe Museum: Here you will find the world’s
most extensive and comprehensive collection of the artist’s
work and explore her legacy in American Modernism.
(I could have spent an entire afternoon in the intimate
galleries of the rambling 20th century adobe building).
The Capital Building – You can wander – unescorted –
through empty halls and legislative chambers to enjoy the
display of nearly 600 works by local artists.
Colourful Canyon Road: Lined with chestnut trees, this
winding thoroughfare is home to the highest concentration of galleries in the country. Centuries-old adobe dwellings, which now house galleries, share the community
with families who have lived here for generations.
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Santa Fe School of Cooking

With over
200 easily
accessible
galleries,
the city rivals
the world art
centres such
as Paris and
New York.

Famous markets
One thousand folk artists from 100 countries will gather
for the International Folk Art Market in July 2020, while
August will mark the 99th-annual Indian Market – the
largest and most prestigious juried Native art show in the
world. The Contemporary Hispanic Market, held this year
July 25-26, provides an opportunity to shop for exquisite
original artwork in a variety of mediums. And then there’s
the Saturday Farmer’s Market. One of the oldest, most
prestigious and most successful in the country, this is a
locavore’s paradise.

GENEVIEVE RUSSELL / TOURISM SANTA FE

Probably the first thing visitors realize – this is an art
town. Contemporary, traditional, folk, Native American
artifacts, and fine crafts all thrive here in abundance.
With over 200 easily accessible galleries, the city rivals
the world art centres such as Paris and New York.

BRENDA KELLEY / TOURISM SANTA FE

Hiking Sun Mountain

Meow Wolf

Pure fun
Meow Wolf – once a bowling alley in an industrial part of
town and reinvented as a massive art and entertainment
collective – will amuse the whole family all day. You have
to see it to believe it.

The great outdoors
Whether you’re a Google Trekker, a mountain biker, an
anything-goes adventure seeker or simply a lover of the outdoors, the city, surrounded by 1.5 million acres of unspoiled
national forest is a great jumping-off point for exploring the
area’s mountainous terrains, and stark desert landscape.

MATT ANDREW / TOURISM SANTA FE

Food glorious food
In addition to a red-hot art scene, visitors discover Santa
Fe has a fiery cuisine.
The best way to learn about the culinary traditions
and secrets of Northern New Mexico is to book a demo at
the Santa Fe School of Cooking. For any foodie, this
deserves top spot on a to-do list.
When the Spanish arrived here in the 16th century,
they changed the way New Mexicans cooked, so
we signed up for a three-hour, Authentic Spanish
Tapas class.
We watched, asked questions, and took notes while
the engaging chef prepared six dishes, including shrimp
with almond and pine nut sauce and grilled beef with sea
salt caramel. Then came the best part – tasting.
The school also serves up a gourmet food shop and
hosts an online market specializing in the best foods of
the American southwest.
The Shed: A must for visitors, The Shed has been
owned and operated by one family since 1953,
in the same 1692 atmospheric adobe. Its iconic
New Mexican recipes that ‘have never wavered’ have
earned a James Beard Award. Be sure to try the green
chili stew.
Cowgirl BBQ: The local go-to for new-fashioned BBQ
classics such as brisket and ribs, burgers, steak and a
variety of eclectic menu items. Guests can also enjoy
creative cocktails and craft brews.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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| SANTA FE – WHERE WE STAYED

The Drury Plaza Hotel
Santa Fe

Just a hop, skip and a somersault away
from the historic heart of Santa Fe, the
Drury Plaza Hotel is the perfect home
base from which to explore the city’s
captivating personality. Until 2014, this
beautiful five-acre property housed St.
Vincent’s Hospital. Thanks to a striking
renovation, today it is the star of the
large Drury family-owned hotel chain.
We were welcomed like family
from the moment we were greeted at
the front door. Guests (including
Fido and Fifi) enter into an attractive
lobby with wooden floors and leather
furniture clustered around a soaring
stone fireplace – an inviting, uncluttered space that entices visitors to sit
and relax. As you might expect in this
art-centric city, there’s an impressive
art collection displayed here – and
throughout the building.
The 182 spacious, high-ceilinged
guest rooms are simple, comfortable
and filled with light. With windows
opening onto the endless Santa Fe sky,
each room is equipped with a flatscreen TV, microwave, mini-fridge,
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King room

coffeemaker, safe and granite-topped
vanity. Some have balconies with
impressive views of the city and
surrounding mountains.
All-inclusive touches include a
lobby library with books to borrow,
a full breakfast buffet, a gym and yearround heated rooftop pool and whirlpool. From 5:30 to 7 p.m. each day,
the rooftop Bar Alto is the place where
guests gather for Kickback, and an
opportunity to enjoy complimentary
drinks and tasty finger foods and take
in the mesmerizing setting sun and
the mountains.
Just off the lobby, the handsome
Eloisa – an exceptional, award-winning
restaurant – serves up seriously delicious fare. Celebrity chef John Sedlar
chose the name to honour his beloved
grandmother. The eco-friendly restaurant is LEED Certified by the U.S. Green
Building Council for its energyefficiency design and features.
The best reasons to stay here are
great value, location and the family-and
pet-friendly atmosphere.

PHOTOS COURTESY DRURY HOTEL

Lobby

RIVER CRUISING |

Says Pam Hoffee, managing director for Avalon Waterways
in describing her company’s triumphant 2020 return to
Egypt, “From welcoming travellers to Cairo, ‘Mother of
the World,’ and inviting them to look up at the ‘Stairway
to the Sky’ to welcoming them onboard the MS Farah to
sail through Africa’s ancient history and civilizations along
the Nile, this is a very special, awe-inspiring experience
for travellers of all ages.” The ship will offer a luxurious
experience with 62 staterooms and suites and lovely public
rooms. The 10-day Taste of Egypt invites guests to begin
their adventure by exploring the Pyramids and Sphinx in
Giza; Ramses II and Alabaster Sphinx in Memphis, Cairo’s
Hanging Church – and Tutankhamun’s Tomb in the
Egyptian Museum – all as part of the pre-cruise land tour.
Later, they’ll board the luxurious MS Farah which, like all
ships in the Avalon Waterways fleet, features the line’s
signature Open-Air Balconies. In Luxor, guests will embark
on their Nile Cruise featuring visits to the Luxor Temple;
Avenue of Sphinxes; the stunning Karnak Temple Complex
and the Temple of Amun-Ra; the Valley of the Kings and
Valley of the Queens; and the fascinating double Temple
of Kom Ombo the Temple of Isis and more. In other exciting
news, this April in Europe, Avalon Waterways’ newest
Godmother is the talented American broadcaster,
Meredith Vieira who will welcome the aptly named,
Avalon View to the fleet of all-suite ships.

PHOTO COURTESY AVALON

Avalon Waterways
returns to Egypt

Exploring Europe’s prime
wine regions with AmaWaterways
If you’ve dreamed of exploring the world’s most iconic vineyards and wine cellars,
AmaWaterways’ 2021 River Cruise Collection will be the ultimate cruise choice for you.
With more than 60 specialty Wine Cruise sailings and three new wine-centric itineraries
from which to choose, your only challenge will be deciding between sailing through
Bordeaux, Provence, the Douro or the Wachau Valley. Each itinerary offers passionate
wine enthusiasts not only exceptional wine experiences but also a fascinating introduction
to the regional history and culture. “A tasting in a centuries-old winemaking town is more
than just sipping wine,” says Rudi Schreiner, president and co-founder of AmaWaterways.
“It is an opportunity to learn how a region and its culture has evolved and been shaped
by local viniculture.” AmaWaterways’ specialty Wine Cruises offer an authentic way to
explore Europe’s timeless cities and towns, featuring enriching experiences onboard
their beautiful ships as well as carefully curated shore excursions, paired with engaging
onboard experiences led by expert North American Wine Cruise hosts, who include top
certified sommeliers, winery owners, and professional winemakers. Guests are treated to
events that include seminars, tasting, and wine-paired dinners.

Are you a fan of Chef Michael Bonacini and perhaps enjoyed his previous
cruise partnerships with Emerald Waterways? Then you’ll be delighted to
discover that a third is on the way – this time in Portugal, on the beautiful
Douro River. For eight delectable days beginning August 8, in Porto, the
112 guests aboard the Emerald Radiance will be treated to rich Portuguese
culinary and cultural heritage, served up by special guest host Chef Bonacini,
co-founder of Oliver & Bonacini Hospitality, which operates 26 Canadian
restaurants including Canoe, Jump, Maison Selby, and Bar George.
The culinary adventures will include a market shopping trip in Salamanca
with Chef Bonacini, a live cooking demonstration, a Portuguese-inspired
dinner created in honour of this very special cruise, a private cocktail reception
and more, giving guests a unique opportunity to see Portugal through a
professional chef’s eyes. Two lucky guests will even win an opportunity to
cook alongside the Chef. Said Chef Bonacini. “Portugal has established itself
as one of the world’s top culinary destinations, and it feels fitting that we will
have the opportunity to enjoy the region’s fresh and flavourful seafood as
we sail through the Douro River.”
PHOTO COURTESY EMERALD
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Emerald Waterways’ announces a
partnership with Chef Michael Bonacini
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| IN CONVERSATION

Vanessa Lee recently spoke with Ian Patterson, Country Manager, Canada for
MSC Cruises. Here’s what she discovered about this brand and its growth plans.

Ian please tell us about your new private
port of call – the Ocean Cay Marine
Reserve – and why it’s so special.
Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve is our new
private island located in the Bahamas, some
miles off-shore from Miami, in a 64 square
mile area of protected waters, where our
vision is to create a thriving marine reserve.
With our ships docked from early morning
until late evening, guests can spend their day
between the ship and the Reserve as they
please. They can use the welcome pavilion
and family lagoon, check out the Smiling
Fish and Coffee Bar, Springer’s Bar, a food
court and the Ocean Cay village and marina.
There are all kinds of beach and sea activities
for the whole family, from SCUBA, kayaking
and a luxury electric pedalo, to a stingray
encounter, snorkel safari and idyllic sunset
beach picnics. Other activities include ocean
discovery, shopping for Bahamian arts and
crafts from local artisans, and spending
evenings beachside stargazing. Once an
industrial sand extraction site, our private
island and flourishing marine reserve are
making it possible for the MSC Foundation,
in collaboration with its team of scientists
and environmental experts, to identify hardy
species of coral – colloquially termed Super
Coral’ – that have survived recent extreme
ocean heat events. A dedicated team of
marine biologists and experts is working to
establish a research program, nursery and
bio-centre on Ocean Cay focused on finding
practical, long-term solutions to ensure the
survival of these coral reefs.
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MSC is building and launching a number
of new ships in the coming years. What
can Canadian cruisers expect on these
ships that will tempt them to book an
MSC cruise?
Our modern ships are distinguished by their
distinctive European style, bringing guests to
every corner of the world, where they enjoy
one-of-a-kind experiences, both aboard and
ashore. MSC Cruises has an impressive
variety of award-winning entertainment, and
on Meraviglia class ships, guests experience
exclusive, one-of-a-kind performances from
Cirque du Soleil at Sea. Our MSC Yacht Club,
or Ship-within-Ship, is a premium, all-inclusive concept featured on all our new ships,
with private amenities and 24-hour butler
service, tailored to guests looking for added
exclusivity. MSC Cruises is already leading
the way in leveraging voice-activated AI
technology for guest service. ZOE is the
world’s first virtual personal cruise assistant
and was introduced on board last March.
Now offered in seven languages, with more
in development, ZOE is evolving into an
integral part of the MSC guest experience.
Tell us about the culinary offerings on
your ships. We know MSC partners with
celebrity and Michelin-starred chefs, and
offers a variety of culinary indulgences.
Guests can expect an array of different international restaurant concepts and delectable
cuisine including pan-Asian, traditional
American steakhouses and Spanish tapas,
Italian, Japanese, French and seafood. We
partner with world-class, award-winning
chefs to create gourmet dining experiences.
For example, three-Michelin-star Chef Harald
Wohlfahrt, one of the finest chefs in Europe,
has created a special menu to be served
one evening a week in the à la carte restaurant and MSC Yacht Club. Among others,
MSC Cruises’ impressive lineup of chefs
includes innovative pan-Asian chef Roy
Yamaguchi, two-Michelin-starred Spanish
chef Ramón Freixa, and France’s leading
chocolatier and award-winning pastry chef,
Jean-Phillippe Maury.

Sustainability is becoming increasingly
important for every cruise line, and we
know that MSC takes a leading role here.
Please share some of what you’re doing
in this arena.
As of January 1, 2020, the fleet’s CO2 emissions are now being offset with carbon credits. These efforts contribute to the company’s
broader vision to support UN sustainable
development goals – this, in tandem with
continued investments in developing
advanced environmental technologies. At
MSC Cruises, we have recently announced a
single-use plastic reduction program across
our fleet. Since March 2019, we have phased
out all single-use plastic shopping bags,
spoons, glasses, stirrers, and replaced them
with environmentally-friendly alternatives,
fleet-wide.
The MSC Grandiosa launched last year,
and the MSC Virtuosa, sets sail this
October. What are their key features?
We are very proud of our fleet flagship,
the MSC Grandiosa, the first in our Meraviglia Plus- Class of ships. The Virtuosa will be
the second in the same class and both will
have two exceedingly popular Cirque du
Soleil at Sea shows, created expressly for
our company. The bustling Mediterranean
Promenade is lined with boutiques, shops
and a number of restaurants. Kids love the
LEGO and Chicco play areas, while the
immersive Degas art experience at L’Atelier
Bistro brings great cuisine and stunning art
together in a unique dining adventure.
Canadian dollar pricing is very important
to our readers – what other offers might
entice them aboard this year?
We have seen great enthusiasm for our
move to Canadian dollar pricing. We also
have bundle promotions on offer that include
all-in drinks, Wi-Fi and up to $100 in a shipboard credit, fleet-wide. Throughout the year,
we will continue to roll out exciting special
offers around major public holidays and occasions, ensuring that guests all over Canada
can enjoy unique cruising experiences at
enticing prices aboard MSC Cruises ships. We
also have an office based in Toronto keeping
us attuned to this market and highly aware of
what Canadian cruisers want.

Introducing Our
NEW Partner

Did You Know… Bahamas Paradise
Operates out of the port of Palm Beach,
FL – far from the madding crowd

Has been recognized
for Quality and Value

Is the only cruise line that offers
Cruise and Stay – Choose from either
Nassau or Grand Bahama Island
and stay for 2, 4 or 6 nights!
Does not charge
Non Commissionable Fares

To make a reservation or for more information, please contact your travel agent.
All references to Bahamas Paradise Cruise Line are: © 2020 Bahamas Paradise. All rights reserved. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas & Portugal. For full terms and conditions, see www.travelbrandsagent.com or contact us.
Red Label Vacations Inc – d.b.a. ©2020 Encore Cruises, B.C. Reg. #3597, Ont. Reg. #50022275, Quebec permit holder #703376, with offices at 5450 Explorer Drive, Suite 400, Mississauga, ON L4W 5N1 • 2355 Skymark Ave, Suite 200,
Mississauga, ON L4W 4Y6 • 1050 West Pender Street, floor 22, Vancouver, BC V6A 3S7 • 325-1257 Guy street, Montreal, QC H3H 2K5.
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Is a full service cruise line: including;
a la carte dining, kids club, smoke free
casino, Broadway style shows and more!
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